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Year 8 Winners

Global Entrepreneurship Week
8th November to 12th November 2021

Global Entrepreneurship week is a business festival
celebrated in over 180 countries, with its sole aim
to break down barriers and enable EVERYONE to
access entrepreneurship in a variety of ways, not
just by starting a business.
During this week we set three whole school Enterprising Challenges
that all our pupils could participate in. The aim of setting whole school
Enterprises challenges is for pupils and students to enjoy doing something
new and exciting but it also has an important underlying educational
purpose, namely the development of soft skills which are so vitally
important to our young people’s futures. Teamworking, communication,
time management, commercial awareness, critical thinking, and innovation
are all highly valued skills and we endeavour to allow our pupils to practise
and develop these skills through the challenges set.
Cont. Over
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The first challenge was the Remember Me Wall to commemorate
Remembrance Day on the 11th November 2021, where we invited our
pupils and students to upcycle or create a poppy for the “We Remember
Wall” which featured in last week’s newsletter. We received over 200
poppies from across all year groups and are delighted to announce the
three winners, who will all receive an Amazon Gift Voucher.
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The second challenge was the Tycoon Tenner, for this event all forms
receive £10.00 and have to use their entrepreneurial ideas to make as
much money as possible in a given timescale. This year, we would like
to thank Young Entrepreneur Alistair O’Sullivan, Marketing Director of
Diony in Hull, who launched the event with his top ten hints and tips on
being entrepreneurial. The form that raises the highest amount receives
the Tycoon Tenner Shield for the year and as each form is affiliated to a
particular House, we take the cumulative total of all the forms in each
House to calculate the Tycoon Tenner Champions for the year. Due to
Covid, we were unable to run Enterprise Events in 2020 so the current
2019 House Champions are Great Givendale, whilst the form champions
from 2019 are Miss Wilkinson’s Year 8 form. We will be announcing this
year’s results in next week’s newsletter.
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The final challenge was Enterprise Day.
This year local business women Sophie Metcalfe from Your Marketing
Doctor, introduced the food box challenge, where we were tasking
pupils with coming up with a new food box, to compete against wellknown brands like Hello Fresh and Gusto. During this video, Sophie
introduced business terms, such as target market, USP, the 4 P’s and even
demonstrated how to do an elevator pitch.
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Year 7 Winners
Pupils then worked in teams and had just three hours
to come up with an idea, an A1 poster, a branded and
decorated food box, recipes, and an elevator pitch.
At the end of the day the judging began and, with all
sincerity, picking three winners from each year group,
was extremely difficult. The amount of work, effort and
sheer passion that had gone into the work was simply
stunning. It was a bit surreal to hear 11-year-olds talking
fluently about their target market, their USP and how they
would price, promote and distribute their product with
such professionalism. This is the second time we have
run a whole school Enterprise Day and, although we were
delighted with the results in 2019, this year surpassed all
expectations across all the participating Year groups: simply
brilliant work! A very big congratulations to everyone who
took part; you were all amazing. Great work everyone!

Sixth Form Winners –Food 4 Families
Year 9:
Team 1: Friday in a Box
Team 2: Hot Stuff
Team 3: Purple Plum

Year 10:
Team 1: Loof

The top three teams in each Year group were:
Team 2: Doggy Diet
Year 7:
Team 3: Gecko
Team 1: Food is a Go!
Team 2: V life
Sixth Form:
Team 3: 3 a Day
Team 1: Food for Families
Team 2: Food in a box
Year 8:
Team 3: Pack ‘N’ Go
1st Place - Foodie Oodie
2nd Place - Grown Grow
3rd Place - Belly Buster
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Technology at Woldgate
Mrs Wilson writes with a brief update of all things happening within her Technology
classes since September:
Year 7 have been working hard on coming up with promoting sustainability and re-using the lateral flow test boxes to
package their designs for boardgames. As I currently write this, boardgames and their packages are still under construction.
Check out some of their Designing and Making –

From this — to this...
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Year 8’s have been working hard on their Designer Inspired bedrooms and have been impressing me with their nets for 3D
furniture and the level of complexity they have added to the construction of their 3D rooms:

Year 9’s are currently designing and making their cube
calendars for their specific target markets, ranging from
designing their product for a dyslexic sister to an elderly
grandparent with arthritis. Pupils have mastered using
a complex CAD package to draw their ideas, as well as
mastering isometric sketching to present their ideas, Pupils
are currently using the laser to model and develop their
potential designs. They will continue to refine their ideas
and when happy, manufacturing will commence of their
Final Design.

Using 2D Design
a CAD package to
assist drawing:

Laser modelling &
development
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Year 10’s have been
working on a practise piece
of coursework, now called
their NEA (none examined
assessment).
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Modelling & development helps to
manufacture the final outcome:

They have been studying
the inside of Hotel Foyers
and Coffee Shops and have
become adept at scaling,
up scaling and down
scaling. Working to a 20th
of a scale 1:20, they are
currently designing barbiesized furniture to go in
their architectural models
there are constructing.
Hand modelling, machine
modelling and use of the
departments 3D printer
are some of the skills and
processes we are currently
undertaking.

A 3D
printed
comfy chair
to go in the
Hotel Foyer:
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FOOD & NUTRITION
Since September it has been lovely to
welcome back all year groups into the
food room to carry out practical food
lessons. Year 7 and 8 have had the
opportunity to gain new skills through
making a range of different products
including Swiss Roll, Soup, Bolognaise,
Meatballs and Tomato Sauce and Sweet
and Sour Chicken. Both year groups
have worked with enthusiasm and
energy and it is clear that we have a lot
of budding chefs.
Year 9, along with beginning to study for their GCSE in
Food Preparation and Nutrition, have had a wide range of
opportunities to develop and re-call some of the skills they
learnt in Year 7. I have been very impressed with the care
and precision that they have demonstrated when finishing
dishes and they have risen to the challenges that coming
back into a practical environment after a year out of it has
thrown at them.
Year 10 have had the opportunity to develop, refine and trial
new practical skills since September. They have been able
to select their own dishes to meet specified briefs and it has
been lovely to see some of them challenge themselves and
their time management.
Year 11 are currently working on a practice NEA2 project.
They will start work on their actual project in January so
this practice piece of work is providing them with a valuable
opportunity to gain an insight of what will be expected
of them and also allows them to practice key technical
skills. The work produced by this group of pupils has been
excellent, with many of them drawing upon skills such
as de-boning chicken, pasta making, filleting fish, sauce
making. I am really looking forward to what they go on to
produce during their 3-hour practical exam.
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D&T – TEXTILES
With Mrs Stanford, pupils in Lower School have been
learning about issues of sustainability connected with
plastics. They have designed and made a reusable shopping
bag to help to cut down on the amount of plastics used
by their families. Pupils have used sewing machines (many
for the first time ever) to make their bags with some very
impressive results. Look out for these bags in a supermarket
near you!
Just as impressive however, is the pupils’ understanding, in
just a few weeks, of how to use sewing machines safely and
accurately. As a homework, they were asked to produce
a guide to using the sewing machine for Year 6 pupils
coming to Woldgate next year. They have communicated
their learning brilliantly. Here are some fabulous examples.
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Executive
Headteacher’s Welcome

This is always an extremely busy time of year as we approach the mock examinations
for Year 11. Lessons are primarily focused on pupils practising and applying their
knowledge and skills as they prepare for the examination itself. In lessons colleagues
will be working to guide, support, challenge and of course, ensure pupils focus
their energies as part of a detailed revision plan. This is the critical time for teachers,
pupils and of course, parents in ensuring those final preparations add value.
“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence then, is not an act but a habit”.
Aristotle (384 BC)
The revision timetable is clearly a key part of that process. Your son or daughter should have already taken the time to
create one and have started revising, but it is worth reviewing the planning over the next fortnight. The process of creating
a timetable can be complex and if not carefully planned, pupils can simply allocate time to whole subjects, rather than seek
to identify specific topics, or units of knowledge within an area of subject. If you can, therefore, find the time to sit with your
son or daughter to review the content of a subject, to help evaluate where they feel comfortable or not, then they can, by
prioritising those areas, have a marked impact on their final outcome. This will help them think about practically what they
can revise between exams. Some pupils with the structure a revision timetable can bring, will quickly settle into a routine of
revision, while others may need the plan to become a habit and will need to plan their day carefully, allocating time before
and after school.

“Life’s battles don’t always go to the stronger or faster person. Sooner or
later the man or women who wins is the person who thinks they can”.
Vince Lombardi (1960).
Cont. Over
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Practising papers is also fundamental to revision and all examination boards
have papers available online for pupils to try and most will also provide a mark
scheme. This can be a great way for parents to become involved, especially if
you’re not familiar with the content, as you can review the answers with your
child and guide them using the mark scheme.

“Whether you think you can, or you think you can’t,
you’re right”.
Henry Ford (1940)
Self-belief is key and we all question our ability at times, especially when
we’re under pressure. Revision at times can become overwhelming and pupils
can place immense pressure on themselves to succeed. Often suggesting
your son or daughter discusses their revision study notes with trustworthy
classmates will help them to develop their knowledge, improve confidence and
self-belief. Varying study habits and methods by listening to podcasts, mindmaps, watching videos or documentaries, moving to new study area or even
something as simple as using different colours for your study notes can also
help.
We will work hard with our young people to ensure they achieve their very
best, in both lessons and through the comprehensive programme of revision
sessions available outside of school. If in the meantime, you would like any
guidance, revision materials or to speak to a member of teaching staff then
please do contact your Care and Achievement Coordinator.
Starting revision now for the mock examinations and continuing to revise after
Christmas, will establish habits that over the coming weeks and months will
help them to consolidate their knowledge and build confidence.
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Key Dates
Autumn Term 2021
Monday 1 November –
Friday 17 December

Spring Term 2022
Tuesday 4 January –
Thursday 17 February
Monday 28 February –
Friday 8 April

Summer Term 2022
Monday 25 April –
Friday 27 May
Bank Holiday –
Monday 2 May
Monday 6 June –
Friday 22 July

Staff Training Days
Friday 18 February 2022
Monday 25 July 2022

Do have a good weekend.
Mr J Britton
Executive Headteacher
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Mr Davies writes:
There have been some really wonderful moments in school so
far this half term. Our first House Enrichment Day since before the
pandemic, children across year groups working toward the summation
of their enrichment projects for this term (such as our inspirational remembrance
installation), and the return to assemblies in person have all been a pleasure to be
part of and all represent a return to the experiences that we offered prior to the
pandemic.
Like many organisations, we are still feeling the impact
of the pandemic but hope that this will continue to
recede and that we will be able to continue to offer more
opportunities for our community to come together. It
is important that we continue to plan, however, in case
a change in cases means we need to consider other
measures.

Non-exam assessment
•

We will support all pupils and students to complete any
Non-exam assessment in line with arrangements set
out by Ofqual for 2022 and the timescales set by exam
boards.

Collating evidence
Ofqual and the Department for Education (DfE) confirmed
last week the contingency arrangements and guidance to
be used in the unlikely event that next summer’s GCSE and
A-level exams are not able to go ahead as planned.
They have made it clear that once again if exams are not
able to go ahead as planned, grades provided by schools
and colleges will be used. Detailed information on how
grades would be determined, and guidance on how to use
the evidence collected to determine those grades, along
with details about quality assurance and appeals, will only
be published if exams are cancelled.

•

Teachers will need to keep original pupil and student
work (such as mock examination papers) as this may be
required as evidence to support grades determined by
the school.

Assessing pupils
•

Teachers will plan so that, across the assessments
completed over the year, pupils and students are
assessed on a wide range of content, similar to that
which they’ll expect in their summer exams, and across
the assessment objectives for the qualification.

However, they have offered some preliminary guidance
to schools that we will be following in order to help us
prepare for any eventuality.
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•

The assessments will be sat under exam-like conditions wherever possible - for example, unseen past papers (full or in
part), closed book, timed and with supervision. This will help make sure that the work is authentic, and prepare pupils
and students for exams in the summer. In some instances, those controls could be provided within a classroom rather
than an exam hall.

•

Teachers will mark assessments in line with published mark schemes and guidance where appropriate.

•

We will tell pupils and students before they take each assessment that their performance in it will be used as part of the
evidence to determine their grade if exams are cancelled. Wherever possible, this information will be given far enough in
advance to allow them time to revise and prepare.

•

For art and design and project qualifications, which will not have exams this year, pupils and students will complete their
non-exam assessments in line with the requirements. No additional assessments are needed.
The above information applies to the upcoming mock examinations for Years 11 and 13,
as well as any subsequent assessments completed later in the academic year. Further
information regarding the contingency arrangements can be found at https://www.gov.uk/
government/consultations/contingency-arrangements-gcse-as-a-level-project-and-aea

For many of these steps – such as regularly assessing pupils and students on the whole course and ensuring that marking is
carried out in line with published mark schemes – is best practice in any case. Even so, we will continue to do all we can to
ensure that we protect our children, their progress, and their wellbeing.
Best wishes,
Mr G Davies
Head of Curriculum and Assessment

Please Note — No enrichment sessions
will run on Wednesday 24th November
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Lower
School

Ms Minton writes:
We ended last week on a real high in Lower School as we celebrated,
via our Breakfast of Champions, the hard work and dedication of Lower
School pupils who achieved the most merits across the year group last Half Term.
You are all super stars – a massive well done!

Year 7
Michael A
Kyle B
Krystal C
Rose D
Archie E
Beatrice E
Jack K
Isla M
Holly N
Oliver O

Year 8
Amelia P
Alfie R
Ruby R
Ollie S
Joseph S
Laura W
Billy W
Isabelle W
Taylor W
Luke W

Scarlett B
Jack B
Lillie C
Katie G
Gracie H
Lylia H
Evie L
Seren M
Oliver M
Charlotte N
Skye H

Oliver P
Imogen P
Charles R
Rupert S
Freya-Poppy S
Libby S
Bruce S
George T
Sam V
Fin W
Charles W

I would also like to take this opportunity to launch our Lower School Christmas Appeal for a very special cause. The
following information was shared with Lower School pupils in our assemblies this week. In support of our desire here at
Woldgate School to develop and foster acts of great value, please do give generously to this appeal where you can.
Cont. Over
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Lower School
Christmas Appeal
Over the next 4 weeks we will be supporting the Peoples Pantry in Pocklington by
asking pupils and staff to donate items to their Christmas Appeal.
Donations of food items and Christmas treats will be distributed to local families who
need a little extra help this festive season.
From Friday 19th November please bring donations and put them next to your Tutor
Group sign on the stage in the Hall
Show your donations to your Form Tutor in order to get merits of great value
There will also be a prize for the form that contributes the most.
Here are some ideas of things you might like to donate:
•

Tins: soup, vegetables, stew, baked beans, lentils, tomatoes, tuna

•

Jars: jam, honey, chocolate spread, marmalade, peanut butter

•

Packets: instant soups, gravy, pasta, rice, sponge puddings

•

Toiletries: toilet rolls, toothpaste, soap, shampoo/conditioner, baby wipes, shower gel/body wash, deodorant

•

Christmas Treats: Selection box, Christmas pudding, Christmas crackers, chocolates, mine pies, chocolate orange, small
Xmas cake, biscuits/shortbread

•

Little luxuries: hand cream, Xmas wrapping paper, mini hot water bottle, gloves, fluffy socks, hot chocolate, crisps,
Xmas magazines, colouring books, small games.

Ms A Minton
Head of Lower School
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Upper
School

Mrs Atkinson writes:
“How do we change the world? One random act of kindness at a time.”
Morgan Freeman
Sometimes we can’t help but find
ourselves humbled by the kindness of our
pupils here at Woldgate school. Today
we hear from Becky in Year 9 about her
recent altruistic donation to help others.
“Hello - I am Becky. I love school and my favourite subjects
are RS, English, and French. A while ago, my mum had
spoken to me about The Little Princess Trust. This is a charity
that provides real hair wigs to children and young people
who have lost their hair due to having cancer treatments or
other illnesses.
When I decided to have my hair cut, I thought it would be
good to give it for such a great cause. My family donated £50
sponsorship and I offered 15 inches of my hair. It is a little
thing to me, but my hope is that it will bring a smile to a little girl somewhere.”
Maya Angelou says, “Try to be a rainbow in someone else’s cloud”. Becky, you have certainly done that, and we are very
proud of you!
Mrs I Atkinson:
Head of Upper School
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Tips for upcoming assessments in Upper
School and Year 11 Mock Exams.
Have a plan, don’t cram. Cramming and “distributed practice”.
“Pupils who cram may pass the exam but they don’t retain the material”.
Professor John Dunlovsky.
Research shows one of the best practices is to plan ahead! If you organise five hours of study into one hour a day, you’ll
remember more than if you study for five hours on one day. Yet time and time again we don’t do this – and the cause isn’t
just being disorganised.
Cramming all your study together feels good. You finish the study session, thinking “I know this”. The problem is that
although you’re currently holding it all in mind, the memories are more fragile. Spacing your practice out doesn’t feel as
satisfying, but it results in memories that are more likely to be useful when exam day comes around.
We know the pupils who have started revision weeks ago. They are completing their tasks each night – little but often. This
is distributed practice and research shows they will perform better in the long term. If you were one of the pupils who told
us, in the SLT Progress Interviews, that you did no preparation for the last Mock Exams and did nothing in the summer, then
make sure that you are way ahead with your revisions. Let us know if you need further support with this.
A key revision tool is GCSEPod, provides short videos on different topics. It is a great revision resource with tangible
outcomes – it improves GCSE grades! The videos can be downloaded to save on data use and the short 5-minute video
format is especially useful for pupils who find sitting down at a desk to revise a bit challenging but also supports the learning
of our pupils who learn better by using visual and auditory activities.
Pods have been set for all Year 11 and these will be updated weekly. Your child will know how to log on and if they are
having problems with this, please let us know so that we can support you and your child. As well as watching the pods, your
child can engage using the activities below:
when they click on these activities, they will
be shown how to actively engage in their
learning and support their revision.
The important thing is that they are DOING!
We are aware that staff have also set other
exam preparation tasks on ClassCharts for
your child to complete so please continue to
encourage your child on the importance of
engaging in their home learning. If your child
has been invited to the Woldgate Tutorials,
please encourage them to attend – this is
targeted to their needs and staff are here,
willing to offer this support.
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How can you support your child? Where
possible, create a revision-friendly
environment.
•

Let them have their own study space –
Your child will need a dedicated place
to do all their hard work in the coming
months.

•

Encourage healthy eating. Under stress
we all crave stuff we know isn’t great for
us.

•

Let them teach you. This is a great
technique. Verbalising learning is
extremely effective.

•

Make sure they’re getting enough sleep.

•

Encourage breaks.

•

Keep the noise down.

•

Adjust their tech. Set dedicated times for
this.

•

Keep talking to them – even when they
do not want to. This is so important.

•

Do praise their efforts but also challenge when not going well.

Year 11s got the opportunity on Friday and on Tuesday to spend a day in their Option subjects – NEA Day. It has been so
lovely to hear staff commenting on the focus, dedication and care with which the pupils worked on their projects, taking
the advice given by the staff and making the most of this time. As well as for the pupils, I know that it was a long day for the
teachers but they valued this time with their class and it gave them an opportunity to engage on a 1-1 basis, offering the
support where needed. Thank you all for being brilliant!
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Sixth Form

Mr Charlton writes:
This week we have seen Year 11 pupils begin to submit their applications
to join the East Yorkshire Sixth Form, following last week’s highly
successful Taster Day and Open Evening. I was immensely proud of the Sixth Form
students who acted as guides and subject ambassadors for the event, and thank them
for volunteering their time to support this important event. I would like to share with
you feedback from one parent, which we were emailed the following morning:
“We have just returned from your Sixth Form open evening. We were shown around by Aimee C. I just wanted to say a BIG
thank you to her for being so approachable, informative and fun. She is a real credit to your Sixth Form and I am sure she
will be a great success in the nursing she hopes to do. Please pass on our thanks to her and wish her all the very best for her
future. Kind regards”
As our students continue to submit their university applications, we are beginning to see the invitations for interviews coming
in. This year, universities are continuing to offer online interviews via Skype, Zoom or a similar platform. While there are
also some benefits to this approach, it also comes with challenges, so this week I am focusing on how to approach online
interviews in order to make that all important good impression.
Try to see the interview as a positive opportunity
The purpose of an interview is to give the university chance to get to know you better and find out a bit more about how
well-suited you are to the course. It is also an opportunity for you to get to meet one of your possible future tutors and get a
feel for the course and the university’s approach. Remember it is just as important that you are happy with the university as it
is that the university is happy with you!

“Interviews tell us important things about a candidate which are not captured by
grades or test scores. We can see candidates think, not merely parrot information.”

@EYSixthForm
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Practise Makes Perfect

Feeling Camera Shy?

Completing a mock interview is incredibly helpful, otherwise
the first time you learn whether you are any good at being
interviewed is when it really counts! A mock interview is a
chance to try out some of your answers and be pushed to
think on the spot. If you would like a mock interview please
speak to Mr Charlton or Mrs Clark to arrange. You can find
a lot of mock interview questions online and we would
always advise going through some of these beforehand. It
is also helpful to look through the prospectus to focus these
questions towards the course you are applying for.

Switch your camera view so you can only see your interviewer
and not yourself – there aren’t many people who like to
watch themselves on video so why would you want to watch
yourself being interviewed? Not only do many of us cringe
when seeing ourselves on video it can be very distracting
when you’re talking to someone and you keep catching
yourself in the camera. Most video calling apps allow you
to change the view on your screen so that you can’t see
yourself. I would recommend testing this beforehand and
see if it works for you.

“Not only should you have a mock
interview but you might also want to
practise being on camera –why not set
up your laptop in your chosen interview
location and give your friend/ family
member a call as if it was the real thing.
Not only is this great practise but it’s
the perfect way to make sure all the
technology is in working order!”
Location, Location, Location
If your interview is happening during the school day we
can arrange a quiet office space for you to sit in while you
complete your interview. If you are going to be at home for
your interview, pick a quiet room with a clear background
– this may be hard if you live with others and everyone is
currently at home but do your best to find somewhere quiet.
Politely ask those you live with to not interrupt you or come
into the room. Set up your camera and make sure the wall
behind isn’t busy and distracting.
The device you use needs careful consideration also – avoid
using your phone to make these calls. Try to use a laptop or
desktop computer with a webcam built in/ attached where
possible.

“If working from has taught us one thing
it’s that we can’t get through a meeting
without someone’s phone falling over no
matter how they have tried to prop it up.”
University of Chester

@EYSixthForm

The usual Interview etiquette still stands
Dress Smartly – You might not need a suit, but dress smart
enough to show you’re taking it seriously.
Get there early – Have your setup ready the day before and
be ready for interview in plenty of time, we all know how
technology likes to mess up when we need it.
Good body language – Don’t slouch, yawn or fold your
arms. You may be at home but pretend you’ve arrived at
University ready for interview – stay calm and alert, sit up
straight and make eye contact.
Don’t panic – If you lose connection, or can’t answer the
question asked, don’t panic, ask for a repeat of the question
and try your best to answer.

“You said something that on reflection
does not seem so clever after all? No big
deal. ‘Oh - sorry - I take that back...’ (big
smile) ‘perhaps this might be a better
way to think about it...’ Everyone makes
mistakes, good candidates spot their
own mistakes and recover from them.”
Best wishes,
Mr M Charlton
Head of Sixth Form
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Spotlight on Woldgate’s
Teaching Assistants
We would like to introduce you today to Mrs Kendra. Having
been a Teaching Assistant at Woldgate School for over 13 years,
Mrs Kendra is well known for her care and support. She is gentle
in her approach and has a wonderful and calm way of creating a
purposeful learning atmosphere. Her experience is appreciated
and teachers are quick to request Mrs Kendra in their lessons for
her knowledge and support. Thank you, Mrs Kendra, for going
above and beyond.
One member of staff described Mrs Kendra as ‘The heart of the school’.
Name:
Mrs Kendra
A fact you may not know about me:
I love singing and was part of a choir until Covid stopped
everything, but I am looking forward to returning.

What I think is great about Woldgate:
The way we support pupils and the fact that every child is
known and cared for as an individual. Woldgate is a positive
and caring environment and pupils achieve academically
through good teaching and excellent opportunities for
each and every pupil.

What makes me happy:
My dog Alfie and walking him in the beautiful countryside
that I live in. I am lucky to live near the canal and enjoy
been outdoors.

Favourite holiday destination:
Filey is our favourite place locally but anywhere warm is a
bonus. We do usually holiday in the UK so the dog can go
with us and has even been all the way to the Isle of Man!

What is your specialism:
I am caring, patient and a good listener.

Thank you for all your hard work Mrs Kendra, from all
of us at Woldgate School.

Favourite meal:
Roast dinner with Yorkshire puddings
Current book I am reading:
The Power of Hope by Kate Garraway
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Mrs Nicholls writes:
I want to use my section of the newsletter to help engage our school
community in ways to help our pupils learn best. Over the past few
months I have provided you with information that I hope you have found
helpful and informative. This week I am going to hand over to some of our Upper
School pupils and Sixth Form students, so they can tell you about the lessons they
have experienced this week and provide us with an insight into what helps them
learn best and make progress.
Lilly S – Year 9
“In my English lesson this week with Ms Smith we were answering GCSE questions. We looked at model answers written
by the teacher to show the techniques that we need to use when answering similar questions. We also read through exam
mark schemes which had the grade boundaries on, these provided us all with even more information on what to include
in our own responses. All these things helped me write my best piece of writing to get the highest grade I can, and it also
prepares me for my GCSEs really well.”
Eve L – Year 9
“I learn a lot in Food Technology because the teacher presents the information really clearly. What really helps is when she
explains key terms clearly and gets us to write them down so that when we need to know them for example in
assessments we know what it is we need to define and what it means. “
Cont. Over
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Ethan M– Year 13
“Mrs Russell Business lessons always help me make progress as they follow the six-part learning cycle clearly. At the start of
each topic she always outlines the expectations of the topic so that I understand what I need to know to achieve in that new
area.”
Connor D – Year 10
“I really enjoyed my Science lessons this week as we did practical work, which kept us all engaged and helped us understand
the theory we needed to know.“
Callum G– Year 10
“In History Miss Shepherd gave us an interactive prepare task bingo game which required us to recall History facts about
Germany pre and post war. I found this effective as it got us ready to learn, without it being plain and boring.“
Tom N – Year 13
“The guided essay writing task we did in English Language involved the whole class this week and practised applying
the seven methods of analysis: phonetics, graphology, lexis and semantics, grammar and morphology, pragmatics, and
discourse to unseen texts. This is helpful rehearsal for our exams”
Alice P– Year 9
“I really like my PE lessons because in our theory sessions Mrs Nicholls gives us a retrieval practice activity at the beginning
which helps me recall previous information taught and relate back to what I have already learnt.”
Evie C – Year 9
“In most subjects we get given knowledge organisers which has all the information down that we need to know for a
specific topic in one place. I am able to look at it when I get stuck and can revise from it. “
Kirsten D – Year 13
“This week I got some feedback on a 30-mark essay which gave me some clear targets for improvements. We also looked at
an example essay from a fellow student which helps us understand our improvements targets even better. “
Mrs C Nicholls
Head of Teaching and Practitioner Development
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Safeguarding at
Woldgate School

Mr Sloman writes:
Protecting children from Child Criminal
Exploitation: ‘County lines’?
What is ‘county lines’?
County lines is a form of criminal exploitation where urban gangs persuade, coerce or force children and young people to
store drugs and money and/or transport them to suburban areas, market towns and coastal towns. It can happen in any part
of the UK and is against the law and a form of child abuse.
Children and young people may be criminally exploited in multiple ways. Other forms of criminal exploitation include child
sexual exploitation, trafficking, gang and knife crime. County lines gangs are highly organised criminal networks that use
sophisticated, frequently evolving techniques to groom young people and evade capture by the police.
Perpetrators use children and young people to maximise profits and distance themselves from the criminal act of physically
dealing drugs. Young people do the majority of the work and take the most risk. Dedicated mobile phone lines or “deal lines”
are used to help facilitate county lines drug deals. Phones are usually cheap, disposable and old fashioned, because they are
changed frequently to avoid detection by the police.
Gangs use the phones to receive orders and contact young people to instruct them where to deliver drugs. This may be to a
local dealer or drug user, or a dealer or drug user in another county.
Cont. Over
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Signs that a young person may be involved in criminal exploitation
The following signs may indicate that a child is being exploited by a county lines gang:
•

Frequently going missing from home, care or school.

•

Travelling to locations, or being found in areas they have no obvious connections with, including seaside or market
towns.

•

Unwillingness to explain their whereabouts.

•

Acquiring money, clothes, accessories or mobile phones which they seem unable to account for.

•

Receiving excessive texts or phone calls at all hours of the day.

•

Having multiple mobile phone handsets or SIM cards.

•

Withdrawing or having sudden changes in personality, behaviour or the language they use.

•

Having relationships with controlling or older individuals and groups.

•

Unexplained injuries.

•

Carrying weapons.

•

Significant decline in school results or performance.

•

Being isolated from peers or social networks.

•

Associating with or being interested in gang culture.

•

Self-harming or having significant changes in mental health.

Responding to concerns about county lines exploitation
If you think a child is in immediate danger, contact the police on 999. If you’re worried about a child but they are not in
immediate danger, you should share your concerns with us and the East Riding Safeguarding Hub (01482 395500).
If you would like more information, or would like support, please do contact Mr Sloman (Designated Safeguarding
Lead) or Mrs Wright (Deputy Designated Safeguarding Lead).
Mr L Sloman
Deputy Headteacher
Head of Care and Achievement
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Literacy Matters
What to read after… Twilight
The Twilight series is an international phenomenon.
In nearly every literacy hour and Form time, at least
one pupil will be reading Stephanie Meyers’s books.
But what can you encourage your child to read if they loved Twilight and
want something more – or something different?
•

Kiran Millwood Hargrave’s The Deathless Girls considers the experiences
of two girls taken from their village in Transylvania to become servants
for the cruel Boyar Valcar. Pupils in years 7 and 8 are currently reading
another book by Millwood Hargrave in form time – if they are enjoying
The Girl of Ink and Stars, The Deathless Girls is written in a very similar
way

•

Blue Bloods by Melissa de la Cruz is a seven-book series following the
adventures of Schuyler who realises that the kids at her exclusive private
school belong to an ancient group of invincible vampires. It’s an exciting
adventure, but also explores ideas around class and privilege.

•

If your child liked the magical elements of Twilight, they might like
Julie Kagawa’s trilogy that begins with Shadow of the Fox which takes

Promoting
reading at home
1.

Aim to read for 20 minutes per
day

2.

Log on to Accelerated Reader to
complete a quiz, ideally within
48 hours of completing a book.
Please click here to log on to
the website.

Cont. Over
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inspiration from the culture, folklore and myths of Japan or Deirdre Sullivan’s Savage Her Reply, a beautiful, haunting
retelling of the Irish myth The Children of Lir. Illustrated throughout, it’s an otherworldly experience.
•

Fans of a mythical-feeling adventure could also try Alwyn Hamilton’s Rebel of the Sands trilogy, a blend of the Wild
West and Arabian Nights. The original mythology and legends are fascinating, and the politics of Amani’s world are both
familiar and foreign.

•

For magic realism with an eco theme, try Yaba Badoe’s Wolf Light in which three sisters born in separate but naturally
magical places must band together to fight skinwalkers, a threat to the balance of the world.

Book review: 14 before 14
The Hunger Games
Author: Suzanne Collins
Interest age: 11+
ZPD: 5.3
Welcome to Panem: its Capitol repressively rules twelve satellite Districts, enslaving the populations as workers and
controlling them through hunger.
This harsh rule culminates in the annual Hunger Games - from each District, one female and one male Tribute are forcibly
selected for a terrifying reality TV game-show in which contestants literally fight to the death. But Katniss Everdeen is no
ordinary Tribute: she’s used to surviving in the wild and in the unpredictable, hostile arena, she’s not giving up.
Katniss and fellow District 12 Tribute, Peeta, become pawns in a complex political game in this scarily believable, highly
addictive dystopian vision. It’s a compelling story of survival, which challengingly explores ideas about society, control and
freedom. The first in the groundbreaking Hunger Games trilogy, this bestselling book set a trend for dystopian novels for
young adults.

Harry Potter themed
Escape Room
This week, for one of our Literacy Week challenges, pupils
have been able to complete an online escape room on
Microsoft Forms using Harry Potter as its inspiration.
Click here
Check the newsletter next week to see the results of all our
Literacy Week activities!
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Topic: Routes into University
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A family of schools
with shared values

Value our community, individual liberty and show mutual
respect and tolerance.
To do this we will:
Always be honest and fair.
Show respect to others by the way we speak to each other and present ourselves.
Value our School, the Dining Room, classrooms, displays, equipment and our facilities.
Develop the knowledge, skills and conviction to play an eﬀective role in our local, national and
global communities.

Know our personal and academic targets, support others with
their learning and stay on task to maximise our progress.
To do this we will:
Bring the correct equipment to lessons, including our planner.
Arrive on time for lessons.
Know our targets for each subject and understand what we need to do to improve.
Access impartial advice and careers guidance to help us make informed decisions, develop our
ambitions and aspirations, plan our future, and prepare ourselves for the world of work.
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Session 2:
Wednesday 24th
November |
6pm–7pm
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Mr Barrett writes:
This week I would like to
remind parents and carers of
the information, advice and
guidance (IAG) sessions that are
going to be available for you and
your child to access.

10/08/2017

RT

STARS
Update

1

IP

Reach for the STARS Posterv6 copy.pdf
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SAFETY

Always wear the correct uniform and take pride in our
appearance.
To do this we will:
Take pride in our uniform and ensure we always look smart and professional.
Wear the correct uniform at all times.
Be ambassadors, by wearing our uniform with pride, in and outside of school.
Take pride in our personal identity, culture and history, value ourselves and celebrate our
achievements, developing our own self-conﬁdence and self-esteem.

Respect the rule of law and take responsibility for our own
behaviour and learning.
To do this we will:
Concentrate, listen to the teacher and one another; follow instructions and work hard.
Do our homework quickly and return it on time.
Ask for help if we don’t know what to do.
Develop our spiritual, moral, cultural, mental, physical and ﬁnancial awareness, in order to
understand our society and help us prepare for the opportunities, responsibilities and experiences
that await us in later life.

Be safe, sensible and mature. Never seek to cause another
harm through our words or actions.
To do this we will:
Always treat others as we would like to be treated ourselves.
Never swear, hit or bully anyone or use oﬀensive language.
Be considerate to members of our wider community, as well as safe and sensible,
whilst travelling to and from school.

Develop the knowledge, skills and attributes to keep ourselves healthy and safe, and
Of great Value.
So, you want to go to University? Or perhaps
prepare ourselves for life and work in modern Britain.
you’re still undecided. This event will look at the
pros and cons of university. What it’s like to be at
University looking at the Student Union, how to manage your Student Finance and the support you will have access to. This
event will also look at life after University and you’ll hear from employers why they value graduates!

Link: https://pathwayctm.com/event/routes-into-university/

Session 3: Thursday 2nd December | 6pm–7pm
Topic: Careers in the Digital World
Technology plays a big part of our everyday life and more and more people are finding employment in this sector whilst
the opportunities continue to grow. At this event we’ll look at the type of digital roles that are available within Hull and East
Yorkshire. Speak directly to employers and have your questions answered!
Link: https://pathwayctm.com/event/careers-in-the-digital-world/
Cont. Over
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Year 7 STARS update
The focus for this half term for Year 7 in STARS is centred around how we interact with others. Pupils will be looking at why
it is important to be kind to others as they explore the different kinds of bullying and what impact bullying can have on
individuals. This week was national anti-bullying week and the theme this year was “One Kind Word”.
Please go to www.anti-bullyingalliance.org.uk if you would like more information

Skills for Life
A reminder again that this half term’s focus skill is ‘resilience’. Please do discuss the theme of resilience with your child and
discuss how it relates to school and the outside work, including employment.
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Rewards
Acts of Great

Our school motto is ‘Everything you do should be worthy of great merit,
character and value’, and every day our pupils’ efforts, contributions and
achievements are recognised with rewards that reflect these values. Our pupils
understand these core values as being the foundation of successful learning, and
a successful life, and each of the rewards holds a special significance:

MERIT

92,914

CHARACTER

6,837

VALUE

9,277

TOTAL
HOUSE
POINTS:

18,115

House Points
Every pupil belongs to one of our five Houses, representing our local countryside. Pupils can be awarded House points for
exceptional contributions to school life, and for participating in House competitions and events, and all rewards contribute
to each House reward total:

House rewards since the start of the year:

29,375

30,623
30,594

27,308
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Acts of Great Merit

Acts of Great Value

The quality of being particularly good or worthy, especially
deserving of praise or reward. For example, the production
of an outstanding piece of classwork, home learning or an
outstanding assessment outcome.

The principles or standards of conduct we work to; those
acts and skills that are valued by our wider society. For
instance, the ability to demonstrate emotional intelligence,
to communicate effectively or be a leader of a team.

The pupils with the highest Great Merit awards this week
are:

The pupils with the highest Great Value awards this week
are:

Year 7:		

Kacey Webster

Year 7:		

Jack Keeble

Year 8:		

Evan Lewis

Year 8:		

Henry Hindwell

Year 9:		

William Turner

Year 9:		

Jessica Ainley

Year 10:

Rose Whelan

Year 10:

George Butterley

Year 11:

James Tyndall

Year 11:

Thomas Clark

Year 12:

Lillie Jordan

Year 12:

Abbie Beadman

Year 13:

Istvan Fekete

Year 13:

Aimee Harper

Acts of Great Character
The moral qualities that define an individual. For example,
demonstrating kindness, offering support or actively
engaging with the wider community.
The pupils with the highest Great Character awards this
week are:
Year 7:		

Luke Wise

Year 8:		

Rupert Sawyer

Year 9:		

Rebecca Horsley

Year 10:

Noel Belshaw

Year 11:

Chris Young

Year 12:

Mirren Davies

Year 13:

Ciara Goodwin
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your child, and do regularly look
at your child’s rewards on the
ClassCharts Parents’ App.
Every week, our Newsletter
and weekly pupil briefing
highlights examples of our pupils
demonstrating each of these
values, and we encourage all of
our pupils to embody each of
these values in everything they do.
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Care and Achievement
Coordinators

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Mrs C Wright

Mrs A Carlill

Miss G Parkin

07790 987139

07980 702715

07790 987137

cwright@woldgate.net

acarlill@woldgate.net

gparkin@woldgate.net

Year 10

Year 11

Sixth Form

Mr M Elwers

Mrs H Cross

Mrs S Clark

07790 987131

07790 987142

07790 987009

melwers@woldgate.net

hcross@woldgate.net

sclark@woldgate.net

Family Outreach Worker
Mrs C Wright – 07790 987007 – cwright@woldgate.net
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